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Overview
SR COLLECT is intended to be used by International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspectors in facilities in Japan for remote unattended collection of data recorded by a shift register electronics unit. In addition, it will send a signal to a monitoring camera to record the occurrence of significant events. SR COLLECT organizes the collected data into a set of files that can be copied to floppy diskettes. The data copied to these diskettes can, in turn, be imported into the SR Review program for analysis.
Unattended data collection requires a high degree of reliability. SR COLLECT is capable of restarting itself after loss of power to the collect computer. SR COLLECT is also capable of recovering from loss of communications with the shift register electronics unit. Data is recorded in files on the hard disk immediately after it is collected. All significant events, called critical events, are recorded in a file. The set of parameters in effect is recorded in a file. Disk write caching is NOT used to prevent the loss of data caused by a sudden power failure.
Data are collected over a period of time called an inspection period. An inspection period lasts approximately 30 days. The data collected in an inspection period are organized into a set of files. These files include an Inspection Period file, a Critical Events file, a Performance file, and several Raw Data and Measurement Log files. The Inspection Period file, Critical Events file, and Performance file are created at the time a new inspection period is started. Raw Data files are created when the first measurement run is collected for a particular day (usually shortly after midnight). Measurement Log files are created with Raw Data files.
The data file set that is associated with the current inspection period is located in the DATA directory (C:\COLLECT\SRDATA). All data files from previous inspection periods are located in the ARCHIVE directory (C:\COLLECT\SRDATAWRCHIVE).
Data file names follow a naming convention that embeds both the detector number and file creation date. See Appendix 2.2 for details.
Inspection Period files record the duration of an inspection period. Their file names have the extension .lP. The file contains the facility number, the detector number, the inspection period beginning time and date, and the inspection period ending time and date. See Appendix 2.5 for details.
Critical Events files record critical events and the time and date when they occur. Their file names have the extension .CEV. These files provide a log of events that indicates an absolute or possible loss of safeguards data or possible tampering with the system. The files should be scanned by the user to identify a potential loss of safeguards data so these times can be carefully inspected using SR REVIEW. Critical events include starting or terminating program execution, beginning a new inspection period, starting or terminating data collection, deleting data files, and dealing with any shift register communication errors. See Appendix 2.6 for details.
Performance files record the parameter set and the time and date when it is recorded. Their file names have the extension .PFM. The parameter set is recorded whenever the program starts, a new inspection period is begun, or the parameter set is modified. See Appendix 2.7 for details.
Raw Data files contain data records for individual measurement runs. Their file names have the extension .BSR (for binary shift register data). Data records include the start time of the run, the count time, the totals count, the reals plus accidentals count, the accidentals count, a second totals count, and the status of the current measurement in progress. In addition, each .BSR file begins with a header that contains information that identifies the raw data: the date, detector id, facility id, software version number, and the associated Inspection Period file name. See Appendix 2.3 for details.
Background runs are subject to the data-reduction algorithm. See Section 4.1.6 for details. Shift register electronics unit (JSR-11 at 300 baud, JSR-12 at 9600 baud, or JSR-11A at 9600 baud) Shift register electronics unit attached to serial port 1 (COM1) NOTE: Alternatively, serial port 2 (COM2) may be used (see section 2.4).
Printer attached to parallel port 1 (LPT1) Monitor-camera signal cable attached to parallel port 2 (LPT2)
External Configuration
Before installing SR COLLECT it is necessary to run SR REVIEW to create the External Configuration File (CONFIG.CFG). This file contains parameters and threshold limits for each detector at each facility where SR COLLECT is to be installed. SR REVIEW must write this file on the SR COLLECT installation diskette.
-CAUTION: You are strongly advised to create a working version of the SR COLLECT installation diskette and save the original as backup.
The procedure for creating the configuration file can be found in the SR REVIEW Users Manual.
The contents of the External Configuration File (CONFIG.CFG) are described in Appendix 3.1.
Installation
The installation procedure creates several directories on the hard disk (Drive C:) and copies several files from the installation diskette to these directories. These directories and the files copied to them include the following: The installation diskette also contains an installation procedure file (README.TXT). This file is not copied to the hard disk.
The following steps describe how to install SR COLLECT in a collect computer:
CAUTION: If you are replacing an earlier version of SR COLLECT, the older version of the software will be completely overwritten by the newer version including all parameter, configuration, and data files. The AUTOEXEC.BAT and CONFIG.SYS files will also be overwritten during the installation procedure. These files will be renamed AUTOEXEC.BAK and CONFIG.BAK, respectively.
1. Insert the working installation diskette into Drive A: of the collect computer.
2. At the DOS prompt type a:install [fnterl NOTE: Disregard DOS messages that appear during the installation. These include "Files not found" while it tries to delete data from the ARCHIVE and DATA directories if no files are found and "Unable to create directory" when it tries to create the ARCHIVE and DATA directories and these already exist. 
Internal Configuration
The Internal Configuration File (SRCCFG) contains critical values that determine the operation of the software. This is facility specific information that rarely changes. The file is fuiiy described in Appendix 3.2. You will need to use an editing program such as DOS's EDLIN to change this file.
The two values that relate to the attached shift register electronics unit should be reviewed at installation. The shift register electronics unit is assumed to be attached to serial port 1 (COM1). Serial port 1 is encoded as 0 in the first line of SRC.CFG. If it is attached to serial port 2 (COM2), change the value in the first line to 1. The shift register electronics unit is assumed to have its gate width set to 64 p. This is encoded as 0.000064 in the next to last line of SRC.CFG. If the gate must be set to a different setting, change this value. i'ccs-3.0 Starting SR COLLECT
First Time Startup
As the final step of installation, the collect computer is re-booted and SR COLLECT is started automatically. Because this is the first time SR COLLECT has been started, a parameter set must be selected. The user is requested to choose a facility and detector as shown in Fig. 3 .1. If the user does not respond within the specified time-out period, the program will select the first facility and its first detector as defaults. Choosing the facility and detector selects a parameter set from the External Configuration file created by SR REVIEW and installed with SR COLLECT.
Once a facility and detector have been chosen, startup proceeds as described in the following section.
If SR COLLECT fails to find the External Configuration file (CONFIG.CFG) or this file is discovered to be improperly formatted, an error message will be displayed. SR COLLECT will then exit following user acknowledgment of this message.
Normal Startup
The recommended procedure for starting SR COLLECT is as follows:
1. From the DOS prompt, type srcol [Enfed
2.
The welcome screen will appear as shown in Fig. 3 .2. 
3.
If the user pushes a key within the 60 seconds that the welcome screen is displayed, the title page will appear as shown in Fig. 3 .3. 
Automatic Startup
The AUTOWEC.BAT file is set up to automatically start SR COLLECT when the collect computer is turned on or rebooted. When SR COLLECT is started, the welcome screen ( Fig.   3 .2) is displayed. If after 60 seconds no key has been pressed, SR COLLECT will automatically proceed into the "Enter data collection mode" of operation (see section 4.1).
The Main Menu
The Main Menu (see Fig. 4 .1) appears after the user exits the title page and when the user completes or terminates any of the options selected from the Main Menu (with the exception of Quit). All the major options for SR COLLECT are accessed from the Main Menu. The Main
Menu options are ordered to reflect the normal sequence of steps that would be followed in a typical session. Prior to collecting any data, it is strong/y recommended that the user choose the Modify parameters option. This is to make sure that the detector id, shift register id, and analysis thresholds are all set correctly.
Enter Data Collection Mode Option
The Enter data collection mode option is the heart of SR COLLECT. It is here that data from the shift register electronics unit is gathered. A display allows the user to observe data being received and analyzed.
Before data can be collected the user must decide if it is time to start a new inspection period. Once that decision is made SR Collect attempts to establish communications with the shift register electronics unit. Having established communications, data collection can begin. As data is collected it is analyzed, background data is filtered, and a decision is made whether to signal the monitoring camera. The following sections detail the operations of the Enter data collection mode option.
-
Starting New Inspection Period
When the Enter data collection option is selected, the user is prompted to decide whether or not to start a new inspection period (see Fig. 4 .2). Starting a new inspection period forces all files in the DATA directory to be moved to the ARCHIVE directory and creates a new set of data files in the DATA directory. The default selection for starting a new inspection period is "NO."
Fig. 4.2 Start New Inspection Period Prompt Display
If a new inspection period has already been started, the Start New Inspection Period prompt is not displayed. This occurs when a new detector has been selected using the Modify parameters option. Instead, a message is displayed informing the user that a new inspection period has been started.
When automatic startup proceeds to the Enter data collection mode option, the Start New Inspection Period prompt is not displayed. The data are collected in the existing inspection period.
Establishing Communications With The Shift Register Electronics Unit
If SR COLLECT initially fails to communicate with the shift register electronics unit or if it subsequently loses that communication, it will continually attempt to re-establish communication.
Possible causes for initial communications failure are an incorrect serial port number (in the Internal Configuration file) or an incorrect type set for the shift register electronics unit (in the External Configuration file). SR COLLECT will display a message if it is trying to re-establish communication with the shift register electronics unit.
Data Collection
Following the successful establishment of communications with the shifi register unit, the Parameters and Thresholds screen is displayed. As measurement runs are completed, the data collected and the results of analyzing that data are added to the Parameters and Thresholds screen. The most recent 10 measurement runs are displayed. Fig 4. 3 shows an example of the Parameters and Thresholds screen as data are collected.
Fig. 4.3 Parameters and Thresholds Display
Each measurement run results in an entry written to the current Raw Data (.BSR) file.
The user presses the [Ex] key to terminate data collection and return to the Main Menu.
If power to the computer is interrupted, SR COLLECT will automatically resume collecting data upon restoration of power. The number of times data collection has been restarted for the current inspection period is also shown on the screen (labeled "# interruptions").
The starting and stopping of data collection is recorded in the Critical Events file. A power failure can be detected in the Critical Events file by a start-collect event without a matching stopcollect event. Run data that have a count time of zero or a count time different from the previous count time are also recorded in the Critical Events file.
Starting A New Day
SR COLLECT detectswhen measurements are made on a new day. Usually, this will be shortly after midnight. At this time a new set of daily file names is generated (see Appendix 2.2 for file name conventions) for the Raw Data and Measurement Log files. A new Raw Data file is created when the first data record is written to it. The same is true for the Measurement Log file.
Before any data are written for the new day, SR COLLECT determines if there is sufficient space on the hard disk. The required amount of empty space at the start of the day is determined by a parameter in the Internal Configuration file (see Appendix 3.2). Files will be deleted from the ARCHIVE directory to accommodate the space requirements. The policy is to delete the Raw Data and Measurement Log files from the oldest inspection period first. After all Raw Data files for a given inspection period are deleted, the associated Inspection Period, Critical Events, and Performance files are deleted. If no more files are associated with inspection periods remaining, any remaining files in the ARCHIVE directory will be deleted. If there are no more files in the ARCHIVE directory, the oldest data files from the DATA directory will be deleted.
Measurement Analysis
Data from each run are analyzed to determine the run type. Run types are displayed with the run data (start time, totals rate, reals rate, accidentals rate) on the Parameters and Thresholds display (see Fig 4. 3). A measurement type begins with the first run of the corresponding run type and ends with the last run of the same corresponding run type. The average of the totals and reals rates of the runs is maintained for the duration of a measurement type. The duration covers the time from the start of the first run to the end of the last run (Le., start of last run plus the duration of last run). The average rates are calculated from the sums of the rates of runs included in the measurement type divided by the number of runs included in the measurement type.
The moving (MOVING) run type is special. A moving run following a background measurement cannot be characterized until a subsequent run. It is designated an unknown (UNKNOWN) measurement type. Subsequent moving runs are grouped into one unknown measurement type. The duration of the unknown measurement type is maintained, but the average rates are defined as zero. If a subsequent run starts an event measurement, then the preceding unknown measurement is reclassified as part of the new event measurement type (Le., the start of the new event is the start of the previously classified unknown event).
If a moving run follows an event measurement, it is included as part of the duration of the event measurement. If it is between two of the same measurement events, it is included as part of the duration of the event measurement as a whole. If it is at the end of one event measurement but before the beginning of a different event measurement, it is included as part of the duration of the first event measurement. In no case are the statistics of a moving run type included in the statistics of the event measurement.
If a subsequent run starts a background measurement, then the preceding unknown measurement is not reclassified. A moving run type is never included in a background measurement.
No assumptions will be made as to the preceding measurement type when data cannot be gathered contiguously. Examples are when the Enter data collection mode option is entered or following the re-establishment of communications with the shift register electronics unit.
Each run will result in the writing of a data entry to the current Raw Data file. These data include the start time of the run. the duration of the run, the totals counts, the reals plus accidentals counts, the accidentals counts, and the measurement status. The measurement status is composed of a set of flags that characterize the measurement in which the run resides. There are eleven flags: It is possible that the Measurement Log file written to is not the current Measurement Log file, i.e., the one for %day's date. This occurs when a measurement type is established in one day and consecutive runs of the same measurement type continue in the next day. In this case the Measurement Log file that was written to with the first run of the measurement type is written to with subsequent measurement updates from the next day. It is possible, but unlikely, that there could be no Measurement Log file for a day when run data were recorded if the same measurement type was continued from the previous day and continued through to the next day.
Background Data Filtering
The number of data entries in the Raw Data file for consecutive background runs, within the same background measurement, can be reduced by data filtering. Data filtering is enabled by setting the data filtering parameter to 1 in the Internal Configuration file (see Appendix 3.2).
The data for consecutive background runs are accumulated as if there was one long background run rather than several runs. The start time is the start time of the first run in the set of consecutive background runs and the duration is the sum of the runs' durations. The totals counts, reals plus accidentals counts, and accidentals counts are likewise the sums of the runs' counts. The status is the status of the first run.
Data are accumulated with the start of a new background measurement type. Assuming that a given background measurement type continues from run to run, there are three conditions that will restart data accumulation. First is exceeding the "number of background runs to reduce" parameter in the Internal Configuration file. The second is exceeding the "sigma threshold for background averaging" parameter covering the acceptable deviation in the current data set as compared with the accumulated data. This parameter is also in the Internal Configuration file. The third condition occurs with the start of a new day.
The current Raw Data file is updated with each new run. The first time data are accumulated they are written to a new entry in the current Raw Data file. Subsequent data accumulations overwrite the same data entry with the accumulated data.
The data-reduction algorithm is described in Appendix 5.3.
Signaling The Monitor Camera
There is a monitor camera that must be signaled to record a picture of the significant events. SR COLLECT sends this signal whenever a measurement of a particular type (ASSAY, EMPTY, CF NORM, or CF CHECK) has persisted beyond the "Camera signal threshold" parameter. This threshold is displayed on the Parameters and Thresholds screen (see Fig. 4 .3) and can be examined and modified with the Modify parameters option (see Section 4.4).
Sending the camera signal is recorded as a critical event in the Critical Events file.
The camera signal is described in Appendix 6.
Copy Data Files To Diskette Option
The Copy data files to diskette option permits the user to export collected data files to floppy diskettes. The data on these diskettes can then be carried to the review computer and imported into SR REVIEW.
When this option is selected, the user is asked (see Fig. 4.4) to specify the destination drive and directory on the floppy diskette. The default is A:\DATA. The user can also specify the type of copying to be performed. There are two choices: AUTOMATIC and MANUAL. The default is AUTOMATIC. AUTOMATIC copying selects data files from the current inspection period; MANUAL copying selects data files from prior inspection periods.
Fig. 4.4 Copy Data Files Display
The user presses the [ F l q key to accept the destination and continue with the copy type selected. Alternatively, the user can cancel the operation and retum to the Main Menu by pressing the [fsc] key.
Automatic Copy
Normally automatic copy is the type ofcopy selected. It germits copying of all data files in the current inspection period (Le. those contained in the DATA directory). Multiple copies can be made by repeatedly selecting this option.
If automatic copy is selected, a screen appears (see Fig. 4 .5) that permits the user to specify a date range for copying data files. The user can change the starting and ending dates to copy any range of days within the current inspection period. The default range covers the duration of the current inspection period.
Fig. 4.5 Automatic Copy Display
The user presses the [F7q key to accept the selected range of dates for the files to be copied. Alternatively, the user can cancel the operation and return to the Main Menu by pressing the [Esc] key.
The approximate number of formatted 1.44-MByte floppy disks needed to copy the files is now determined. If more than one is needed, a message informing the user will be displayed. The user is now asked to insert a new disk and start the copying. During the copy the u-ser will be prompted to insert a new disk if the current one is full. A message will be displayed if, for any reason, the disk cannot be written on. The user can cancel copying at any time by pressing the [Esc] key.
Files copied include the daily Raw Data (.BSR) files and their associated Measurement Log (.MEA) files. Also included is the set of files covering the current inspection period. These include the Inspection Period (.IP), Performance (.PFM) and Critical Events (.CEV) files.
Manual Copy
Manual copy permits copying of selected data files from prior inspection periods (Le., those contained in the ARCHIVE directory).
If manual copy is selected, a screen appears (see Fig. 4 .6) that permits the user to select the individual daily Raw Data files to be copied. Files are displayed with the newest file listed first. The user enters a "Y" next to those files to be copied. The default is that no files are to be copied ("N" is next to all).
Fig. 4.6 Manual Copy Display
The user presses [ F I q to accept the specified Raw Data files to be copied. Alternatively, the user can cancel the operation and return to the Main Menu by pressing the [ESC] key.
The approximate number of formatted 1.44-MByte floppy disks needed to copy the files is now determined. If more than one is needed a message informing the user will be displayed. The user is now asked to insert a new disk and start the copying. During the copy the user will be prompted to insert a new disk if the current one is full. There will be a message displayed if, for any reason, the disk cannot be written on. The user can cancel copying at any time by pressing the [Esc] key.
In addition to the selected daily Raw Data (.BSR) files, manual copy copies the Measurement Log (.MEA) files associated with the Raw Data files. It also copies the set of files covering the inspection period in which each of the Raw Data files were created. These include the Inspection Period (.lP), Performance (.PFM) and Critical Events (.CEV) files.
Delete Data Files From Hard Disk Option
The Delete dafa files from hard disk option permits the user to clean out old data files from the hard disk. The data files that the user has access to are associated with prior inspection periods and, therefore, are located in the ARCHIVE directory.
When this option is selected, a screen appears (see Fig. 4 .7) that permits the user to select Raw Data files to be deleted. Files are displayed with the oldest file listed first. The user enters a "Y" next to those files to be deleted. The default is that no files are to be deleted ("N" is next to all).
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Fig. 4.7 Delete Files Display
The user presses the [ F I q key to accept the specified Raw Data files to be deleted.
Alternatively, the user can cancel the operation and return to the Main Menu by pressing the
As each file is about to be deleted, the user is prompted to confirm that the file is to be deleted.
The user can cancel deleting at any time by pressing the [fsc] key.
In addition to the Raw Data (.BSR) file, its corresponding Measurement Log (.MEA) file will also be deleted. If all the Raw Data files from an inspection period are deleted, the associated Inspection Period (.lP), Critical Events (.CEV), and Performance (.PFM) files for that inspection period will be also be deleted.
Modify Parameters Option
The Modify parameters option permits the user to examine and modify the current parameter set. The current parameter set is maintained in the parameter file (SRCPAR) . See Appendix 4.1 for details.
When this option is selected, a screen appears (see Fig. 4 .8) that permits the user to select and modify any of the parameter fields. Changing the facility also changes the list of valid detectors. If the detector is changed, then the parameters and thresholds are updated to those found in the External Configuration file for the specified detector. (The External Configuration file was generated by SR REVIEW).
Fig. 4.8 Modify Parameters Display
The user presses the [Fl 01 key to accept the new parameter set. Alternatively, the user can cancel the changes and return to the Main Menu by pressing the [Esc] key.
A new inspection period must be started whenever the detector changes. If the user changes the detector, a screen appears (see Fig. 4 
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Fig. 4.9 Detector Changed Display
Parameter modifications do not affect the entries in the External Configuration file (CONFIG.CFG) that was generated by SR REVIEW. Changes made with the Modify parameters option are saved in the parameter file (SRC.PAR) and will be retained if the program is terminated and restarted.
List Measurements Option
The List measurements option permits the user to examine the contents of all Measurement Log files in the current inspection period.
When this option is selected, a screen appears (see Fig. 4 .10) that permits the user to select the measurement types to display, the period to be covered, and the output devices where the listing is to be sent. Measurement types that can be selected include the following:
Choice ALL The default period covers the current inspection period. This period includes all measurements in all Measurement Log files in the current inspection period. The default output device is the screen, but the user may also choose the printer or both.
The user presses the [F7q key to list the selected measurements. Alternatively, the user can cancel the changes and return to the Main Menu by pressing the [Esc] key.
In addition to the individual measurements, a summaty of the number of times each measurement type appears is listed at the end of the display. 
Data File Organization
Data files generated by SR COLLECT are located in either the data directory (C:\COLLECT\SRDATA) or the archive directory (C:\COLLECnSRDATA\ARCHIVE). Both directories are created during SR COLLECT installation. The data directory contains the files that are associated with the current inspection period. The archive directory contains files associated with previous inspection periods. 
Data File-Naming Convention
Data files generated by SR COLLECT have names that indicate the creation date, detector number, and file type. File names have the form "abcdefg.ext."
The file extension (".ext") indicates the file type. The five file types are shown in the following The codes for the detector number ("a"), year ("b'), month ("cy, day ("d") , and hour ("en) are defined in the following: The file consists of three types of ASCII records. The first is a header specification. The second is a facility specification. The third is a detector specification. Each facility specification is followed by one or more detector specifications. At least one facility and one detector must be specified.
Each line is terminated with a CR-LF pair. Lines begin with the relevant data; successive spaces, tabs, and comments (delimited by "/* ... */" pairs) are ignored. A blank line terminates each facility and detector specification.
The header specification consists of 1 line.
Number of facilities
The facility specification consists of 4 lines. 
S R Log File (SR.LOG)
The SR Log File (SR.LOG) contains a log of all commands sent to the shift register electronics unit. It is available for debugging communications problems. This file will only be written if the shift register diagnostics parameter in the Internal Configuration file is set to 0; it will subsequently be overwritten at the start of each day.
The file is composed of ASCII lines. Each line includes a reference to the command being sent to the shift register electronics unit, the numerical value of the status returned by the SR Library in invoking that command, and the time at which the command status was returned. Each line is terminated with a CR-LF pair.
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